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Baltic region: land of forests
Green land
of sustainable
wood products
The Baltic Region is a land
of beautiful landscapes that
surrounds the Baltic Sea, in
the north part of Europe. The
proximity to the sea generates
a unique environment with
a temperate climate that
changes throughout the year,
creating the perfect condition
for nature and woodlands to
flourish.
Latvia, Estonia and Finland
are countries within this area,
covered with lakes and forests.
For these countries, forests and
wood products are vital aspects
of their cultures, economies
and daily lives. Sustainability
is a crucial factor to protect
the rich environment that
is extremely valuable to the
inhabitants of these countries.
Photo credit: Kristiina Kortelainen

Latvia:
fostering the Green Gold
For centuries, the forest has been a significant part of the Latvian landscape and everyday life. And it hasn’t lost its significance today. More than half of Latvia’s territory is covered by
forests, and the amount is growing every year. The attention
to detail we put into management and maintenance of our
forests yields quality wood products that we use to produce
furniture, homes, and many other products and materials for
a large variety of industries.
Traditional knowledge
Traditions have developed significantly over time, and
experience and know-how have been passed down from
generation to generation. In every century, the use of
wood has shifted according to the needs of the particular time, while using the technologies and advantages
available each century.
New technologies
The same values apply to the 21st century. We still trust
in wood as a reliable, predictable and natural material,
but we have managed to integrate all the advantages
and demands of the 21st century. We have integrated
IT systems into our production processes as well as in
our homes. We have learned to build multi-story buildings, glue timber that can carry heavy loads, and produce
flooring materials, and we have scientists who are still
searching to find new solutions and possibilities for the
material we have known and loved for centuries.
The Green Gold
Latvian for sure can be called land of forests and forests
can be called “the Green Gold”.
Since long ago wood has been used in different ways
– furniture production, heating, construction, and other
household items. The forest sector has now developed
very successfully. Nowadays forest sector and its wood
processing industry is one of the most important sectors
of the national economy and employs more than 80
thousand people who work in different wood production
sectors.
The increase in exports since 1993 has increased by
more than 18 times. Several factors have contributed
to this: high quality and accessible raw material base
(forest resources), long-term traditions and knowledge.
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Latvian forest industry:
•
•
•
•

Wood construction export amount (2018):
94 M €.
Wood constructions export in 2018 in
comparison with 2017 has increased by
10.69%.
The main export destinations for wood are
Sweden, Norway, the United Kingdom, the
Netherlands.
Sawn wood, fuel wood, and plywood had
the biggest shares of export value, totaling
EUR 639 million (28.2%) , EUR 291 million
(12.86%) and EUR 237 million (10.46%)
respectively.

Facts from Latvia:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Population 1.93 M
Capital: Riga
Gross national income: 54 Bn €
Latvia is a member of European Union and
World Trade Organization, NATO and OECD
Official languages: Latvian
Currency: Euro
Geographical size: 64,600 km2
Export: machinery, mechanical appliances
and electrical equipment (17.4%); timber
and its products (16.5%), food industry
products (9.5%)
Trade with China: Latvia exports to China is
valued at about 134.62 M €, approx. 46% or
62.21 M € was wood and articles of wood,
wood charcoal

Estonia:

wood innovation & development
Estonians have always believed in the forests and have
taken care of it. From giving sacrifices to the forest for
centuries to investing in the health of the forests. With
the past 50 years Estonians have managed to raise
forest density almost twice, up to 53%.
Estonia – from Early Middle age
Estonia is a small country, but it has always played
important role in trading as connecting East and West.
It has long coastline and numerous ports, that has
been used since early Middle ages. Estonian forest
is abundant and diverse as it lies on the borderline of
northern coniferous and southern deciduous forests. It
has been through centuries convenient for Estonians
to erect buildings from strong pine and spruce logs.
Deciduous wood has been used as furniture or made
assisting work equipment, as plow. In fact, up to the
Soviet Union time all the buildings were from wood.
Estonian timber products are well known
The Estonian working culture has high standards on
both, for the products and people behind the products.
It leads to high quality products and excellent customer
service. One of the advantages are also rapid innovation
and developments though the country, which has
allowed to form high-tech wood industry. This all
makes easier to respond market’s needs and ensure
high quality of products but also make flexible sales
and marketing arrangements. Estonia has become the
biggest wooden house exporter in Europe. Estonian
companies are involved in building the tallest and most
complex wooden houses in the region.
Forests sustainability
Estonians study forestry in their early childhood and
they can continue trainings in specialised vocational
and higher education institutions, in wood technologies
or in all aspects of forestry. As forests play important
role in the carbon cycle as reducing greenhouse gas
emissions, then there are several programs and
regulations that keep the productivity and viability of
forests. It is important to procure wood in the amount of
the increment and increase the volume of reforestation.
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Estonian forest industry:
Export values (2018):
• Total export value: 2,38 Bn €
• Prefabricated buildings of wood: 394 M €
• Wooden building details: 311 M €
• Furniture: 270 M €
• Amount of production of sawn wood (2018):
2468 t m3 (export 318 t m3)
• Amount of production of plywood (2018):
107 t m3 (export 84,3 t m3)

Facts from Estonia:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•

•

Population: 1,3 M
Capital: Tallinn
Official language: Estonia
Gross national income: 40.78 Bn €
Currency: Euro
Estonia is a member of European Union; United
Nations; OSCE, World Trade Organisation;
NATO; OECD, Schengen. Estonia has signed
the Kyto Protocol, an international treaty
aimed at globally reducing greenhouse gas
emissions.
Geographical size: 45 227 km²
Capacity of forest: 53%
Estonian forests are among the best
protected in Europe. 26% of forest are under
some kind of protection, from 13% is under
strict protection (MCPEE class 1.1). About
60-70% of Estonian forest are certified, from
all national forest (52%) are FSC (1,4mil ha)
and PEFC (1,2mil ha) certified.
Dominant species in forest: pine (31%), birch
(29%), spruce (19%)

Finland:
we are the Forest
Over three quarters of Finland’s surface is forest, making it the most
forested country in Europe. The forest industry contributes greatly to
wellbeing in Finland – both economically and spiritually. Over 20 % of
Finland’s export revenue comes from Forest industry. The volume is
constantly growing, because of our ecologically, socially, and economically
sustainable forestry. The growth potential for sustainable harvesting is
currently 60%. That means there are plenty of possibilities for additional
production.
From the forest, with love
Sustainable forestry has long traditions in Finland. About
95 % of Finland’s commercial forests are certified. That
means the raw material is produced from sustainably
managed forests. The most common trees are spruce,
pine and birch. Pine and spruce are the most common
in construction. Birch is used for building furniture,
floors or plywood.
Arctic character
The harsh Nordic environment gives Finnish wood some
special characteristics. Cold winters, short summers
means slow growth. But that is good – it provides the
best possible straight-grained timber. Branches are few
and small. Our softwood can be used in various ways.
it is recyclable and low-carbon material. Many of the
world’s largest log house manufacturers come from
Finland. Our sawmills are leading experts in engineered
wood products – for example cross- and glue-laminated
timber.
The future
Finland has a great position to develop the wood
industry as we have always lived by the terms of nature.
The Finnish people have adapted their technologies
to naturess scarcity and renewability. Over the history,
we have accumulated considerable knowledge over
refining biomasses and a strong industrial backbone.
The wood industry sector is actively searching for new
products which could be produced from timber. Plastics,
liquid fuels, medicines and for example textile fibers can
already be made from wood. Bioenergy from wood can
replace fossil fuel energy. Most of the energy used in
the forestry industry comes from the processes wood
residues. The forest industry in Finland has been able
to reduce its emissions despite product growth. Even
greener future is the goal.
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Finnish forest industry:
Gross value (2017):
• Wood products (including furniture): 7,2 Bn €
• Pulp and paper: 13,1 Bn €
• Forest industry: 20,3 Bn €
Amount (1.000 t/m3) of production of sawn wood
(export amount) (2017): 11.700 (export 9.400)
Amount (1.000 t/m3) of production of plywood
(2017): 1.250 (export 1.050)
Finnish export value of furniture (2017): 188 M €
Finnish export value of builders’ carpentry and
joinery products (2017): 315 M €

Facts from Finland:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

Population 5,5 M
Capital: Helsinki
Gross national income: 220 Bn€
Finland is a member of European Union
Official languages: Finnish, Swedish
Currency: Euro
Geographical size: 338.000 km2
Trade and economy: Public administration,
defence sector, education, human health and
social work activities (21.3%), industry (20.2%)
and wholesale and retail trade, transport,
accommodation and food services (15.9%) are
the most important sectors of our economy.
Trade with China: The finnish export to China
is valued at about 3.400 M € and import from
China at about 4.600 M €.

LOG HOUSES

Photo credit: Q-haus

Q-haus
Osmussaare 8, Tallinn 13811, Estonia
https://qhaus.eu/

Contact person:
Airon Voolaid
Sales director
airon@qhaus.eu
+372 5070994
Product list:
• Timber frame element buildings
• Timber frame modular buildings

•

About the company:
Q-haus is a producer of prefabricated wooden
structures, in particular timber-frame element
houses. Besides the production itself, we provide
design services and technical support for our
Customers. Working together with Architects and
Engineers, we create convenient and personalized
space solutions for our Customers. We firmly
believe that a great product can only be delivered
by a team of great people.
Every project is a new challenge. It’s not just about
houses, it’s more about building trust with our
Customers and let them lead us to discover their
real needs. Every Project is different and from every
one of them we learn something to improve the way
we design and build our houses.
More than decade ago we made a commitment to
deliver a superior product. Today we celebrate our
success as our products are with one of the best on
the market – superb quality and after-service.
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Timber frame facade elements

AB tempt architects
Vabriku str 6, 10134 Tallinn, Estonia
www.tempt.ee
Contact person:
Mihkel Urmet
CEO / architect
urmet@tempt.ee
+372 5106910
Product list:
• Architectural services
• City planning and design

•

About the company:
tempt is an architectural company founded on 2016
in Tallinn (Estonia) and focused on a sustainable
and contemporary lifestyle. We design buildings
from large scale public areas to small private
spaces. We’re tempting people to think outside the
box and have fun doing it.
tempt is putting a man into space – that is creating
an architecture for the people who will experience
location and objects around them. The new space
created has a purpose according to the situation –
usually it means taking natural materials, combining
with innovative solutions to create architecture that
is saving time, energy and nature.
Origin of tempt is nature - we’re specialized in
designing wooden and timber buildings. We
cooperate a lot with prefab producers making logs,
elements or modules for our buildings to rise the
quality of buildings, have control on the process

Modular- and element buildings

and save materials. New technologies for CLT,
element- and modular buildings are giving a lot of
possibilities for architecture and benefits clients,
planet and users.
Our architectural office is our attempt is to save the
planet and the people.
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FURNITURE

Photo credit: Nordic Houses KT OÜ

Estopuit OÜ
Kanepi, Põlva county, Estonia
www.puiduklaster.ee

Contact person:
Peeter Tasso
Sales Manager
peeter.estopuit@gmail.com
+372 5127313
Product list:
• Beds
• Bunk beds
• Wardrobe shelves
• Closets
• Desks

•
•
•
•

About the company:

Chairs
Tables
Chests of drawers
Baby beds

for furniture finishing like painting, staining and
varnishing. Our paints and varnishes are made
based on water, which are nature friendly. We
sell also furniture addons for clients with special
tastes. We make sure that our clients are pleased
with our products.

Estopuit OÜ produces high quality wooden
furniture. Diferent variants of bed, child and
living room furniture. We are already exportng
our products to Israel, Germany, Netherlands and
France. Mostly our products are made of pine but it
is possible to have birch. We give diferent solutons
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Wenden Furniture SIA
Rupniecibas 1, Jaunpiebalga, Latvia, LV-4125
www.wenden.lv

Contact person:
Ansis Skrabulis
Sales director
ansis.skrabulis@wenden.lv
+371 29357297
Product list:
• High quality solid wood chairs and tables for living and dining room
About the company:
Wenden Furniture is a specialized
manufacturer of solid wood chairs
(oak, birch, beech) with European
and Scandinavian design. We can
offer our own design or create also
new customer projects. Solid wood
can be combined with bent plywood
details as well as upholstered
details.
Whole
manufacturing
process is done locally at factory,
so customers receive full service.
All production is made on specific
and contemporary machines which
provide best durability and stability
of products. Chairs can be combined
with solid wood or veneered tables
which will create full set for dining
room.
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AS Wermo
Põllu 12, Võru, 65606 Võru maakond, Estonia
www.wermo.ee

Contact person:
Tiit Kolk
CEO
tiit.kolk@wermo.ee
+372 78 68 115
Product list:
Collections:
• Caruso
• Benton

•
•

Wicker
Havvej

About the company:
AS Wermo is medium size design furniture
manufacturer for living rooms, home offices and
bedrooms.
AS Wermo has more than 300 products in its
portfolio. Most of the products are designed by
professional designers from UK, Spain, Denmark,
Belgium and Finland.
Wermo uses various natural veneers, MDF, plywood,
chipboard, solid hardwood, steel and glass as the
basic materials. Wermo develops and launches a
number of collections with up to 100 new furniture
items each year.
Wermo has been a white label manufacturer for
many famous furniture sellers as Woud, Habitat,
Bo Concept, Mio, Laulumaa, Asko, Porta and others.

Wermo’s products are in medium price range and
sold in Baltics, Scandinavia, UK, France, Denmark
and Germany and also via the number of internet
channels throughout the whole world.
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DOORS &
WINDOWS

Photo credit: Q-haus

FLORA Ltd
Tervetes street 85, Jelgava, Latvia, LV-3008
www.flora.lv/en
Contact person:
Juris Buss
Member of the board
juris.bush@flora.lv
+371 26329132
Product list:
• Wooden windows (inward opening windows,
historic windows, wooden-aluminum windows)
• Wooden doors (exterior and interior doors)

•
•

About the company:
The family-owned enterprise FLORA Ltd was
founded in 1991 and is one of the largest
manufacturers of wooden windows and doors
in Latvia. With more than 100 employees, it
encompasses full manufacturing cycle – from
bringing saw logs in the territory up to supply of the
finished product to the customer.
FLORA offers manufacturing of wooden windows,
interior and exterior doors, as well as modern
glass and wood facade systems. FLORA Ltd can
implement and bring to life both classical and
extravagant and complex solutions. The products
of FLORA are known across many European
countries.
The technological processes of “FLORA”
manufacturing in the company are being
continuously improved, thereby allowing products

Sliding door systems (sliding doors and folding
doors)
Glazed wooden facades

to attain an even higher and advanced quality
that is always compliant with the ever-growing
requirements. Continuous quality control in the
manufacturing process allows FLORA to guarantee
high product quality. Alongside the modern
manufacturing facilities, the other considerable
value of FLORA comes from the experience and
know-how of our craftsmen who can turn any
timber material in a unique product by combining
knowledge, skills and love for work.
Employees of the company have gained their
experience through historic architecture and
timber processing traditions and applying these to
keep in touch with modern design quality.
Our slogan is: “Your ideas and wishes – our
experience, quality and guarantees!”
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FLOORING,
PROFILES &
PANELS

Photo credit: Thermory AS

Amber Wood SIA
Rundāles iela 11, Mežciems, Jaunsvirlaukas pagasts, Jelgavas novads, Latvia, LV-3001
www.stalgen.com

Contact person:
Jānis Kažociņš
Sales international
info@amberwood.lv
+371 26114644
Product list:
• Floor boards
• Parquet
About the company:
environmental quality requirements. The conformity
to highest environmental quality requirements of
the Stalgen trade mark products is the success
key factor in Scandinavian countries and European
Union.

Company Amber Wood producing different
hardwood products under trade mark Stalgen.
Main products are solid floor boards, solid parquet,
engineered floor boards, parquet and skirting boards.
Company Amber Wood Ltd is located in Latvia and
well known in Baltic states as a precious wood
flooring plant rich in traditions. The production
process includes the full wood processing cycle,
starting from purchasing and sawing of saw logs. A
wide range of technological opportunities provides
us the possibility to process different kinds of
surfaces according to customer’s wishes. 80%
of the products are delivered to Scandinavian and
Western European countries.
Eco-friendly and sustainable production process
is our main goal. Readymade products as well as
all components are in compliance with highest
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Aureskosken Jalostetehdas Oy
Aurejärventie 70, 39770 Aureskoski, Finland
www.aureskoski.fi

Contact person:
Eero Kettunen and Juha Koksalo
Sales manager and Production manager
eero.kettunen@aureskoski.fi and juha.koksalo@aureskoski.fi
+358 500590615 and +358 407293448
Product list:
• Wall panelling for internal and external use, just
planed or also painted - available also as finger
jointed.

•
•

About the company:
In Aureskoski there has been a sawmill and wood
working industry already over 150 years’ time.
Today company is family owned and one of the
biggest producers of planed goods in Finland.
Beside the Aureskoski mill we have a planing mill
in Kaskinen, from where there is a regural shipment
service to some European countries. We also
have three autoclave cylinders in Kolho and one
In Hinnerjoki. We sell our products to all over the
world.
Our products are to decorate the interior of a house
or also cladding for outside use. All of our products
can be just planed or as nowadays more and more
painted into the colours that customers like to have.

Panels for saunas
Pressure impregnated deckings.

We are well known of our superior quality as well
as for in time deliveries.
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Parkanon Listatehdas Oy
Teollisuustie 11, 39700 Parkano, Finland
www.parkanonlista.fi

Contact person:
Tommi Kujala
CEO
tommi.kujala@parkanonlista.fi
+358 407582580
Product list:
• Timber profiles for interior decoration, construction purposes and component use in various
timber species, shapes, colours, lengths.
About the company:

species, profile, surface treatments, lengths or
packaging and identification marking.

First founded in 1946 the company has served
bigger and smaller businesses with precision for
decades in various markets and countries.
We place our long tradition, capable personnel
and versatile manufacturing at your disposal. Our
production consists of wooden profiles for various
uses for interior decoration and construction
purposes as well as for joinery and woodworking
industries. We also produce bespoke customer
designed profiles for your project should they be
required.
It is possible to manufacture products to suit your
purposes exactly. Whether it concerns timber

Our aim is in long-term cooperation.
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STIGA RM Ltd
Meistaru 1, Kuldiga, Latvia, LV-3301
www.stigarm.lv

Contact person:
Gunta Steinberga
Sales manager
sales@stigarm.lv
+371 26663317
Product list:
• 100% Latvian birch plywood bonded with waterproof phenol resin adhesive
• C, CP, BB, S, B, F (overlaid with a smooth phenol
film) and W (face has a special surface pattern
anti-slip)
About the company:
STIGA RM Ltd founded in 1994th is one of the
leading forestry companies in Latvia.
Latvia is 4th most forest covered country in Europe,
what is rich with in the market well known Baltic
birch and recognized with its plywood industry.
STIGA RM Ltd owns its own forest land and is
constantly expanding its forest property. The
company ensures sustainable and environmentalfriendly long-term management of its forest
properties and chain of custody. STIGA RM Ltd
holds valid FSC forest management and FSC chain
of custody certificates for its wood products and

•
•

The plywood thickness range is from 6.5 till
50mm.
Cut to size options for its customers

plywood. STIGA RM Ltd birch plywood has CE (EN636-2S) and CARB/TSCA certificates.
Historically the company’s main businesses were
forestry, logging and timber transportation services,
but since 2016th for company’s main business
became birch plywood production and selling
worldwide. STIGA RM Ltd plywood mill mainly is
equipped with Raute Oyj brand new production
lines. The production technology and processes
are managed and controlled according to EU and
industry standards.
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MATERIALS FOR
CONSTRUCTIONS

Photo credit: STRIX

Oy CrossLam Kuhmo Ltd.
Kivikatu 4, 88900 Kuhmo, Finland
www.crosslam.fi

Contact person:
Juha Virta
Owner and CEO
juha.virta@crosslam.fi
+358 942827440
Product list:
• CLT-board
• Construction projects with Crosslam´s CLTboards

•

About the company:
In Kuhmo, Finland, life is based on wood and
forest. Wood-based business has been the key to
the region’s development already in the days of tar
burning. From 2014, the wood cluster has included
Oy CrossLam Kuhmo Ltd, Finland’s first company
manufacturing CLT-board. The CLT-board produced
by Crosslam is made of raw material from the
surrounding area. The strength properties of this
raw material are among the best in the boreal
forest zone.
The raw material creates excellent qualifications
for producing visible wood surfaces, which is
one of the strengths of Crosslam’s CLT-board
compared to other building boards. The structure

Multi storey apartment blocks and public and
private buildings

of the board, combined with the wood strength,
ensures unparalleled possibilities for use. They
may best be examined in the new trend of building
blocks of flats from prefabricated modules.
Crosslam has developed cooperation with several
internationally renowned architects and even
musicians. Homes and schools built of Crosslam’s
CLT-board are healthy living and learning
environments.
The story of Crosslam has created and continues
to create happy life around it, both for its
employees and its customers. You, too, can easily
become a part of the Crosslam story!
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STRIX Ltd.
Nometnu street 40, Riga, Latvia, LV-1002
www.strix.lv
Contact person:
Marika Stafecka
Export manager
marika@lke.lv
+371 67619141
Product list:
• Machine rounded and peeled poles
• Construction timber unseasoned, KD, planed,
treated

•
•

About the company:
The company Strix Ltd was established in 2004.
Since then our company has grown and has become
an experienced player in the timber business in
Latvia. The company sales exceed 10 million Euros
per annual year.
Strix Ltd sells in the local market to the state owned
and private companies, local councils, regional
governments, municipalities, and farmers. We
export our products to our main foreign markets
the U.K. and Ireland.The company have tacked new
target markets in the Middle and Far East. Strix Ltd
has production units in Latvia, Belarus and Russia.
As a manufacturer of natural products the company
strives to use FSC- certified timber in the production
to promote forest sustainability.
Strix Ltd offers a diverse range of products:
construction timber, battens, cappings, boards,
slats, stakes, posts, machine rounded and peeled
poles, log rolls, pallet materials, glulam beams,
pellets, firewood etc.
We use various species of softwood and

Pallet and packgaging timber
Timber glulam beams

hardwood timber, but mainly pine (Pinus sylvestris)
and spruce (Picea abies), birch (Betula pendula),
black alder (alnus glutinosa), aspen (Populus
tremulus). Materials can be either unseasoned, kiln
dried, planed, pressure treated, anti-stain dipped,
processed with creosote or fumigated.
We can find and suggest the best solution for
logistics to deliver your order on time. Goods can
be supplied by trailers, containers or by general
cargo on ships.
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SIA TIMBEREX GROUP
Daugavgrivas iela 83/89, Riga, LV-1007
www.timberex.lv
Contact person:
Andris Baumanis
Director and Chairman of the board
andris@timberex.lv
+371 29443848
Product list:
Sawn Timber from Redwood and Whitewood:
• Roofing battens
• Sleepers
• Carcassing
• Scaffold Boards

High pressure and vacuum treatment

About the company:
SIA TIMBEREX GROUP was founded in 2008
with purpouse of producing timber roofing
battens. It’s knowledge and history goes back for
25 years in timber and roofing batten industry.
Production is based in 4 production facilities,
two of the factories are located in Freeport
territories in Riga. Annual production capacity is
150 000 cbm of planed boards, 80 000 cbm of
roofing battens, 5 000 cbm of Scaffold boards,
250 000 cbm capacity of timber treatment.
We export our products to United Kingdom for more
than 10 years. We have customers also in France
and Poland.
International Trade Mark Patent for GOLD battens
–our TOP quality-roofing batten. International
Certificates and working standards:
• BM TRADA certifications;
• FSC – Forest Stewardship Council chain
certificate;
• Q-Mark batten grading certificate;

•
•
•
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BS 5534:2016 battens grading standard;
Kite Mark – Scaffold Board grading certificate;
C16/C24 board grading certificate.

AS Toftan
Varese Võru vald Võrumaa 66642, Estonia
www.toftan.ee

Contact person:
Merli Randoja
Marketing manager
merli@toftan.ee
+372 5145667
Product list:
KD Sawn timber:
• Redwood (pine)
• Whitewood (spruce)
About the company:
AS Toftan was established in 1995 and situates in
South Estonia. Toftan 1 is the traditional sawmill
(bandsaw) with production volume 200000m3
annually, it uses logs with diameter 15cm to 39cm
and lengths 3,0 to 5,4m, 65% redwood and 35%
whitewood.
In 2017 we opened Toftan 2, which is the fastest
and most efficient sawmill (HewSaw) in the Baltics.
This sawmill is specialized for small logs (8cm to
18cm) in 3,0m lengths, 70% whitewood and 30%
redwood.
The company produces over 700 different products
for the customers all over the world. All products are
cut to order and the dimensions are cut according
to the customers’ needs.
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GARDEN
DESIGN

Photo credit: Tammiston Puu

EKJU, Ltd
Cecilu 12, Ieriki, Latvia, LV4139
www.ekju.com
Contact person:
Janis Splite
Export manager, Deputy chairman of the council
splite@ekju.lv
+371 29214978
Product list:
• Tables
• Benches
• Chairs

•
•
•

About the company:
EKJU is a Latvian company founded in 1992. Since
our establishment, we have been dedicated to
manufacturing practical and long-lasting outdoor
wooden furniture of high quality. We believe that
outdoor furniture will bring you closer to nature.
Using Northern European wood for our outdoor
furniture, we keep our Latvian traditions alive.
Since the very beginning, we have had high
standards for our materials, only using quality
wood with high density.
All EKJU products are carefully produced with the
love to nature and craftsmanship. We use only
high-quality treatment to help our wood to serve

Pergolas
Flower boxes
Fences

you many, many years. Each treatment also gives
our products a special look to please the eye.
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Forestcom OÜ
Pae talu Liivamäe küla Harjumaa 74114 Estonia

Contact person:
Philippe Kindt
Company manager
filip@forestcom.eu
+32 468179174
Product list:
• Pavilions
• Bungalow
• Fences, furniture for gardens and a wide range
of equestrian gates and fences made of Nordic
timber, oak or African wood

•

About the company:
Since 2000 Forestcom is an experienced export
company of wood-related products. A range of
construction parts and projects are manufactured,
even complete bungalows are built.
Our mission is to promote an environmentally
friendly and healthy lifestyle. We value highly the
work with renewable timber who is light and strong,
as good isolation and natural and decorative also.
Important assets in our everyday work are: wide
variety of products is possible; a large potential
knowledge and experience is present; stable
quality; customer-oriented efficient; We respect
our cooperation partners; we aim to do rather than
impress.
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Bungalows resisting to special conditions as
termites, earthquakes and storms thanks to
laminated timber, cross laminated timber and
vacuum pressure treatment

Tammiston Puu Oy
Yläneentie 183, 27600 Hinnerjoki, Finland
www.tammistonpuu.com

Contact person:
Henri Murtojärvi
Key account manager
henri.murtojarvi@tammistonpuu.com
+358 445448467 and +358 283878600
Product list:
Constructions of pressure treated wood for yard
and garden:
• Fences
• Pergolas
• Wooden and glass pavilions
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About the company:
Tammiston Puu Oy was founded in 1981 and
today it has over 100 employees. The roots and
values of Tammiston Puu Oy originate in forest and
wood. Sophisticated and elegant constructions
of wood for yard and garden are manufactured
by refining Finnish wood. As a part of Tammistocompanies, we are the leading manufacturer of
wood constructions for yard and garden in Finland.
Over half of our production goes to export. The
biggest countries of export now are Japan,
Germany and the Scandinavian countries. We have
manufacturing facilities in five cities in Finland.
We are able to process wood to products over 0,5
million cubic meters per year.
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Garden and yard saunas
Garden furniture
Swings
Garden sheds

EUROPEAN UNION
European Regional Development Fund

LEF Network to China is a project financed by the European Union
Regional Development Fund and the Interreg Central Baltic Programme.
The main focus of the project is on wood products with added value.
The goal of the project is to create long-term business relationships between
companies operating in the wood sector in the LEF countries – Latvia, Estonia
and Finland – and companies operating within the same sector in China.

